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Abstract 
Equality Gender balance between males and females is one of the most current 

debatable problems in current years that provokes some of debates, questioning 

whether it really exists or is alternatively a myth. This article examines how the 

problem is regulated through european Union (eu) law and to what quantity the felony 

framework is applied into the modern-day composition and paintings of ecu 

establishments. The trend of girls’s empowerment is tested on the example of some of 

the eu establishments, mainly the ecu commission and the eu Parliament. The authors 

point out that, at the moment, 3 of the institutions included in the single institutional 

framework of the eu are headed by ladies-Ursula von der Leyen, Roberta Metsola, and 
Christine Lagarde-and the ecu Ombudsman is a female. This represents an undisputed 

success in the area of gender stability at a better political level inside the ecu in addition 

to the appointment of the first-ever commissioner for equality. The newest secondary 

rules framework is located: Directive 2019/1158/european on paintings–life balance 

and the ultra-modern development with reference to the female representation on 

corporate boards (girls on forums Directive). The article also concludes that whilst a 

number of the institutions have controlled to make steps closer to a real gender stability 

at some point of latest years, not all the Member States have experienced such 

progress, and this is obtrusive in the corporation and work of the Council of the ECU. 

Although the introduction of quotas for women on company boards has been assessed 

ambiguously, it represents a essential movement ‘to break the glass ceiling’ and would 

provide a new impetus to girls’s empowerment in the Eu.
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1. Introduction 
Gender equality has come to be part of the worldwide human rights schedule via the ordinary statement of Human Rights 

(UDHR), which changed into followed by means of the United countries popular assembly on 10 December 1948. The report 

recognized that “all people are born unfastened and identical in dignity and rights” and that “every person is entitled to all of the 

rights and freedoms set forth on this announcement, without distinction of any type, consisting of race, shade, intercourse, 

language, faith, . . . birth or other popularity. considering that then, especially inside the final 5 decades, good sized progress has 

been made in ladies’s equality global. it is really worth noting that the progress of the eu nations has implemented tasks to obtain 

a extra gender-balanced group of workers by introducing family-pleasant guidelines, seeking to reduce the gender pay hole and 

promoting girls’s profession improvement (Salinas and Bagni 2017). At present, gender equality is part of the modern system 

of human rights and freedoms that mixes both global and country wide felony principles and norms associated with the first, 

2nd, and 1/3 generations of human rights, which can be related to important mechanisms for their safety (Belova-Ganeva 2013). 

Equality among men and women is likewise recognized as one of the major values of the eu Union, enshrined in Article 2 of the 

Treaty on the european Union (TEU). Failure to conform with it represents discrimination, that's prohibited, because it infringes 
at the proper to equal treatment of each person (Ivanova 2020). Equality before the regulation and protection  in opposition to 

discrimination, irrespective of which floor, constitute both facets of the same coin. the first facet definitely expresses the concept 

of same possibilities for bodily persons to accumulate and practice rights, even as the alternative is associated with the 

elimination of discrimination as a denial of same possibilities (Chankova et al. 2016). 
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A few clarifications must be made on the outset to be able to 

distinguish the ideas of gender equality, lady empowerment, 

and gender stability. because signing the Treaty setting up eu 

economic network in 1957, the complicated and multifaceted 

gender equality problem appears on the EC/ecu time table. 

although at that point there has been no clear idea 

approximately gender equality, its first manifestation were 

within the financial and labour sphere through the principle 

of non-discrimination and ‘equal pay for same paintings’. a 

long time later it will become obvious that gender equality 

represents a actual assignment and, on the identical time, a 
notably political idea that on occasion differs (barely or 

seemingly) now not handiest amongthe extraordinary global 

businesses (eu, CoE, OECD, and UN), because it varies in 

which means relying at the geographical, historic, and 

theoretical context (Gender Inequality IndexHuman 

improvement reports (undp.org) (n.d.)). absolutely, at 

international level, Europe stays the girls‘s continent, even 

though it is still important to make efforts to attain extra 

development when it comes to aim No. 5 of the United 

nations’ Sustainable development desires. comparable 

terminological confusion is discovered inside the 

EC/european and its institutions. One can also note exclusive 

meanings of gender equality terminology in the european 

strategic acts of various time intervals. even as inside the 

initial a long time the focus turned into positioned on 

identical remedy of women and men, later on, it has been 

placed on the equal opportunities that did not depend upon 

whether or not people are born male or woman. thus, EIGE 
definition of gender equality recognizes the variety of 

different companies of women and men and relies on an 

intersectional method to gender. in step with the same group, 

empowerment is a “method by way of which girls advantage 

strength and control over their personal lives and acquire the 

capacity to make strategic selections” 

(https://eige.europa.european/word list/terms/1102, accessed 

on 5 December 2022). as a result, it refers to the absence of 

obstacles to economic, political, and social participation on 

grounds of intercourse and gender and may be considered 

vital for gender equality. The term also has its quantitative 

and qualitative dimensions, and a number of them are 

addressed under. currently, ecu gender equality policies 

accommodates several directions, particularly overcoming of 

gender pay gap, actions to enhance work–life stability, 

movements to sell women’s equality in political and 

economic choice-making, as well as actions to put off gender-
based violence in the european. 

however, the observance of gender equality way equal 

participation of males and females in all spheres of life, in 

share to their share of the nearby populace. however, there 

are not uncommon instances wherein the percentage is 

violated, and in positive areas, especially inside the control of 

various gadgets and stages, the male predominates. thus, 

gender stability way “human assets and identical 

participation of women and men in all areas of labor, 

initiatives or programmes.” 

(https://eige.europa.european/glossary/phrases/1148 

accessed on 5 December 2022). 

girls’s empowerment is associated in large part to gender 

stability, and quotas for ladies’s participation in governance 

in any respect degrees—which includes worldwide, country 

wide, and local institutions, industrial businesses, non-profit 

corporations, and in whole regions of lifestyles— are 
determined to make certain this balance. 

Secondly, it must be stated that each one ecu gender rules, 

which must be aimed toward selling equality, are as a 

substitute related to reforming the ecu social version closer to 

greater neoliberal, flexible, and high-employment markets of 

labour, which ends up in potential abuses of the gender 

equality agenda in Europe (Rubery 2015). 

research studies of ecu gender equality policies show that 

gender equality is both supported and contested inside the eu. 

now not most effective does the eu Parliament or the ecu fee 

or the Council now and again recommend undefinite 

framings of gender equality problems and solutions, however 
also inside every organization, special meanings are 

attributed to gender, equality, girls, and guys. The thorough 

analysis shows that the strength members of the family 

mobilized within the ecu production continually have had 

crucial gender and pass-sectoral dimensions (Kantola and 

Lombardo 2018). 

Bearing in thoughts the dynamic and pervasive nature of 

discrimination, the wide ex- pansion of eu coverage and the 

improvement of feminist actions searching for equality, it is 

straightforward to mistake rhetoric for fact. It isn't a twist of 

fate that the european fee emphasizes that the implementation 

of equality depends final but not least on the advent of a not 

unusual language among all those who strive for it (Elman 

2007). 

however, with the intention to assess whether gender equality 

is already a reality, it should be observed whether the acts 

regulating this issue are truly applied in exercise and how the 

european establishments contribute to their implementation. 
it is essential also to evaluate how the criminal framework for 

gender equality is incorporated into the Union’s policies and 

the idea of eu regulation reform in this direction (Woodward 

and Van der Vleuten 2014). 

2. prison Framework: methods and methodology 

It ought to be emphasised that although the legislation 

concerning non-discrimination on the ground of intercourse 

has undergone an incredible improvement through the years, 

it become already enshrined inside the Founding Treaties 

when the Treaty establishing the ecu monetary community 

added the principle of identical pay for equal paintings 

achieved with the aid of men and women. 

The agreement on Social policy annexed to the Protocol on 

Social coverage of the Maas- tricht Treaty (TEU) in 

artwork.2, para 1 has stipulated that “ . . . the community shall 

support and supplement the sports of the Member States in 

the following fields: . . . equality between males and females 
in regards to labour marketplace opportunities and remedy at 

112 work”1. 

 

3. Gender Equality approach and the european’s most 

up-to-date Legislative improvement 
The above-referred to line of political conduct will be 

determined in another vital a hundred seventy five strategic 

record named “A Union of Equality: Gender Equality 

strategy 2020–2025” 176 (communication from the fee to the 

european Parliament, the Council, the european financial and 

Social Committee and the Committee of the regions, 

Brussels, 5.3.2020, COM (2020) 152 final 2020). It turned 

into talked about that the european Union is a international 

chief in phrases of gender equality, as it consists of 14 of the 

pinnacle 20 countries inside the world with regard to the 

implementation of gender equality are ecu Member States 

(same Measures 2030 SDG Gender Equality Index 2019). An 
thrilling thing of the method is that, among other regions in 
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which gender equality is crucial, it places a unique emphasis 

on women’s empowerment and parity inside the management 

all through society. It said that there are nonetheless a few 

girls in management roles, whether in politics or government 

our bodies, within the better or excellent courts, or on buying 

and selling agency boards. The report recognizes the want for 

numerous management in order to conquer the complicated 

demanding situations faced by using choice-makers and 

shows girls’s inclusion as essential for progressive processes 

that would better make a contribution to a dynamic and 

wealthy society in the ecu. every other appeal made with the 
aid of the ecu Parliament in its resolution followed in 2018 

involved the underrepresentation of women in Europe’s 

digital area (ecu Parliament resolution of 17 April 2018 on 

Empowering women and women through the digital area 

(2017/3016(RSP)) 2018). The Member states have been 

advised to inspire girls and ladies to attain schooling or to use 

for a job on this subject in order the entire integration of ladies 

into ICT sectors to be ensured (european Parliament decision 

of 17 April 2018 on Empowering girls and women via the 

digital zone (2017/3016(RSP)) 2018). Directive 

2019/1158/eu on paintings–life balance for parents and carers 

represents a brand new paradigm and is the only concrete act 

in the cutting-edge eu legislative framework on gender 

equality. It targets to boom female participation inside the 

labour market and decrease the gender gaps (pay hole and 

pension hole) to offer people a actual preference to reconcile 

career and duties in child care through adapting the present 

day criminal framework in addition to cope with deficits in 
care and create tax and other economic blessings for 2d 

earners. The period for the implementation of the Directive 

spanned three years (till 2 August 2022), however a longer 

duration is envisaged for a selected provision: five years for 

the compensation of the remaining  weeks of parental depart 

(until 2 August 2024). The non-public scope of the Directive 

includes ‘people’ as defined by national law and takes into 

account the case-law of the Luxembourg court, at the same 

time as its major provisions challenge paternity go away 

(artwork.4), reinforced parental leave (art.5), carers’ go away 

(artwork.6), etc. the improved prison safety is provided 

towards dismissal (art.12) or discrimination (art.eleven) for 

workers who request or take leave and bendy operating 

arrangements (Luetz 2019). 

 

4. The Gender stability inside the commission 
Yet, how do the european Union establishments themselves 
admire the precept of gender equality in phrases in their 

composition, management, and selection-making process? 

The an- swers to this question are partly contained within the 

method for Gender Equality itself, which states that same 

possibilities for participation are vital for representative 

democracy at all stages—ecu, country wide, nearby, and 

local—and train the fee in cooperation with the european 

Parliament and national parliaments, with Member States and 

civil society to implement girls’s inclusion by means of 

powerful strategies and tools. 

The file suggests that eu institutions and bodies have to not 

be exempted from the requirement to make certain gender 

stability within the predominant management positions. on 

this sense, the commission is a high-quality example because 

of the insistence of the modern President, Ursula Von der 

Leyen11, to attain an equal illustration of each sexes within 

the collegium. it's far well worth noting that Von der Leyen’s 
commission has the most important quantity of woman 

commissioners thus far—thirteen. 

it's far necessary to emphasize that Ursula von der Leyen is 

the primary girl President of the eu commission. currently, 

the gender stability inside the main eu establishments’ 

positions has been carried out since in the intervening time 

every other  establishments are headed by means of girls. first 

off, the eu Parliament has elected Roberta Metsola12 as its 

President, and she or he is the third female after French 

representatives MEPs Simone Veil (1979–1982)thirteen and 

Nicole Fontaine (1999–2002) who have deserved this submit. 

inside the 2nd place, it need to no longer be underestimated 
that Christine Lagarde is the first girl President of the ecu 

critical bank. The specific list can be supplemented via Emily 

O’Reilly14, who is the primary lady to be nominated because 

the third european Ombudsman and re-elected for a 2nd term 

in 2019 (Marin and Kovatcheva 2019). It should additionally 

be stated that von der Leyen’s fee now not best proclaims 

gender equality as one in all its primary priorities, however 

as a whole, it's far the first gender-balanced college with the 

primary Commissioner responsible for equality (Helena 

Dalli). 

 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 
The european gender equality policy has been primarily 

based on some of extraordinary instruments. first of all, the 

felony acts (treaties, directives, and case-law) have for 

numerous a long time been looking to guarantee same pay 

along with the identical remedy in the place of business and 

the labour market as well as to the get entry to to and supply 
of products and offerings. Any direct or oblique 

discrimination in social protection structures turned into 

additionally prohibited, and the minimum necessities for 

parental and maternity go away have been installed; the 

protection of pregnant employees and younger mothers has 

been ensured, and the fame of self-employed employees has 

been described. The development of procedural guidelines 

provided for the inversion of the burden of proof, diagnosed 

the opportunity of affirmative motion for the below- 

represented sex, and made harassment a shape of 

discrimination. 

The facts analyzed inside the article outline  trends, 

specifically that the observance of gender equality and 

ladies’s empowerment does no longer broaden to the 

identical extent either within the unique Member States or 

within the eu institutions, and that the special stage of 

improvement in the Member States has an effect on the 
observance of gender equality inside the institutions, which 

is most seen within the composition of the Council of the ecu, 

in addition to within the representation of the Member States 

within the fee insofar as there are nations which have hardly 

ever, or under no circumstances, produced girl 

Commissioners. on the other hand, the creation of quotas for 

women within the control boards of groups offers a brand 

new impetus for the advertising of ladies, but its actual 

development once more depends on the Мember States, 

seeing that they want now not most effective to transpose the 

directive into their countrywide legislation in time but 

additionally to satisfy its provisions by making use of good 

enough measures to attain this purpose. 

Surely, the COVID-19 pandemic has marked a bad impact on 

gender equality. It's miles difficult to degree the general 

implications of the disaster because of the dearth of similar 

gender facts aggregated throughout Member States. The 
COVID-19 pandemic has an exceptional impact on the 
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European exertions market glaring inside the 

disproportionate length of operating hours-women usually 

spend thirteen hours extra in keeping with week on unpaid 

care and house responsibilities, and eighty five % of 

unmarried dad and mom are ladies, etc. in addition, ladies are 

at the COVID-19 frontline—out of the 49 million healthcare 

employees inside the eu, seventy six% are women (Jacquot 

2020). The pandemic has additionally affected sectors of the 

economy in which historically more ladies had been 

employed, such as hospitality, nursery, and domestic 

paintings. 
Every other task will be the fact that there are clean signs and 

symptoms that the so-referred to as gender mainstreaming, 

which targets to take gender into account in all ecu 

regulations, have to be balanced to some extent. In its 1/19 

Opinion, the CJEU does no longer deliver a clear path to the 

eu to overcome the political blockage for the ratification of 

the Council of Europe Istanbul conference. in line with the 

opinion, the Council can take time beyond regulation to reap 

greater political help among member states. 

The destiny movements are probably to be linked with the 

further implementation of the binding and non-binding ‘soft 

law’ instruments, which includes ecu Gender Equality 

approach, as well as the similarly execution of the political 

precedence defined as ‘a Union of equality’. As said by using 

von der Leyen: “We want equality for all and equality in all 

of its senses” (Von der Leyen 2019). Gender equality ought 

to actually be a critical problem for the brand new pillar of 

Social Europe with a good stronger affirmation of the 
significance of gender equality as part of the foundational 

identification of the european Union. 
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